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Abstract. Doppler Radars operatinq as conventional in- · 
t:uder detectors at X band have been used in several 
security applications. However, almost all of them uti
lize heavy and bulky microwave subsystems in wavequide 
technoloqy. This paper presents a new prototype on =i
crostrip technology for a homodyne doppler radar sys
tem wich exhibits excellent performance and low cocpo
nent cost. 

Introduction 

A radar intruder detector is based in 
the Doppler effect: 

where 
fd • doppler frequency 
f 0 • emitter frequency 
c • 3.108 m/s 

vr • tarqet radial speed 
. . 

However, in this application the doppler 
frequency measurement is not essential. on
ly its detection is required in order to de
te.rm.ine the intruder presence. 

~crostrip technology provides several 
advantaqes over wavequide technology. On 
the other hand the cerforJIIADce reduction is 
very small. Size, weight and components cost 
are lower on microstrip. 

The system presented in this communica
tion has been developed on a plastic sUbs
trata (Cuclad 2.17). 
Power Considerations 

The radar equation reads as follows 
111 : 

where 
Pd • detected power 
PaL• emited power 
G • antenna qain 
A • wave lenqth 

(2) 
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a • tarqet radar c=oss section 
R • ranqe 
L • losses (mismatch, pl~inq and con

version) 
The =adar eauation ( 2 l orovides a ~<~ay 

to evaluate the detected power Pd. The CC!R 
recommendation for t.'lis lcind of services is 
to use the 10,525 GHz fre~~ency emitter. 
This recommendations allows an I.F. band of 
SO to 4000 Bz bandwith that corresponds 
with human motion (l Jell/h) aDd a car speecl 
of 200 lcm/h respectively. This very low I.F. 
implies a stronq excess noise (1/f). The 
overall system conversion noise will there
fora be ~lmost double that coutr~tsd ~v 
thermal noise only (KTS) with a 5 Dz baDc!
with receiver. This reduction in sens~itv 
means a correscondinq maximum ranqe of only 
a (2)-l/4a (where R is the ranqe for a ra
dar with a receiver vitnout L~ces noise 1/~. 
That is not important for mcst applicatious. 

Circuit Descriction 
The microstrip confiquration and its 

system equivalent ci.r~~it are ?resented iD 
fiq. l aDd fiq. 2. The oscillator siqnal -
(f , 10.525 GBz, P •lOO IIIW) qoes t.'lrouqb 
a §fractional coupler vich provides ~'la ne
cessary power to pump tne mixer before rea
chinq the transmiter antenna. The signal 
scattered by a movinq bod\• goes directly 
t.'lrouqh the directional coupler, then it 
is mixed with a sample of t.~e emitted siq
nal to obtain the doppler !requency 1 fd:. 

Oscillator 
The local oscillator is used bo~~ to 

qenerate the emitinq signal, and to ?UO? 
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qunn schottky 

Fig. 2 

Microstrip Circuit 

the mixer diode in the receptor path. The 
active device used is a qunn diode which qi
ves enough output power (300 mw) to make am
plification unnecessary. 

The frequency of the oscillator is de
termined by the reactance of the slot an
tenna, wich is, in fact, a ressonant circuit 
tuned to the frequency of interest. There 
is no need for a stabilization device such 
a dielectric resonator or a metalic cavity, 
because only short term stability is requi
~ed. The circuit is then very s~ple and 
consists of a qunn diode bonded to a micros
trip line wich is in turn, coupled to the 
slot antenna. The lenqth of this section of 
microstrip line is calculated to provide the 
oscillation condictions, accordinq to the 
measured qunn diode device line 121. The di
rectional coupler inserted between the dio
de and the slot antenna acts basically as a 
transmision line section because the cou
plinq is weak (15 dB). 

The antennas 

The antennas are slots cut in the gro
und plane of the microstrip circuit. (dot
ted line in fiq. 2). 

The transmitting antenna is conected 
to the oscillator through a directional 
coupler, while the receiving antenna is co
nected to the mixer through the second 
branch of the directional coupler. 

The desing of the slots is based on 
the works of Yoshikazo and Yoshimura 131 
and aditional experimental studies. 
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The distances from the open circuit in 
the transmision lines to the slots are A/4, 
and the offsets of the slots relatives to 
the lines allows for the adjustaments of 
the antennas impedances. 

coupling between transmitting and re
ceivinq antenna is reduced to a minimum by 
placinq the slots in the same a.xis. 

· The B plane and E plane patterns of -
the transmitting antenna are shown in fiq. 
3 and fiq. 4 respectively. The half-power 
beamwidths are 90 deq and 80 deg, and the 
backward radiation is minimum. 

The mixer 

The mixer is formed by a single Schot
tky diode with no d.c. bias. The diode (HP 
5082-2774) has a high cutoff frequency and 
gives a low conversion loss (Le) with a mi
nimum L.O. power. 

Since as shown in the previons para
graph, the I.F. is a very low frequency 
siqnal it is not possible to make a filter 
good enough to obtain a conversion loss op
timum. The selfbiased mixer current is clo
sed by 1 MC load of the I.F. amplifier out
put, and a high impedance (lOOn) A/4 short 
circuited stub at the input. 

The r.f. mixer load is a simple open 
stub (A/4) at the output that ~nsures the 
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Fig. 5 

Intruder Detector Radar 

0 v. r.f. to the output diode, and without 
matching net~ork in the input. The r.f. sig
nal are added in a u-trip double directio
nal coupler with 15 dB coupling factor and 
9 dB directivity who provides 5 dBm of L.O. 
power to pump the diode. 

Results 
The measurements have been made •..ri th a 

5 KHz bandwith receiver 1 MQ input impedan
ce and variable gain (60 dB maximum) . We ha
ve obtained an oscilloscope response with 
an object of aproximately 0,5 ml of radar 
cross section with a range aproximately of 
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100 m. in front of the alarm, this is suffi
cient for most applications. 

The system has an overall power consum
tion of about 5w, wich is mainly due to the 
extremely low efficiency of the gunn diode. 

Conclusions 
A very low cost intruder radar detec

tion alarm using only t~o semiconductors 
devices has been presented. The dimensions 
of the microwave circuit are only 6 x 3, 5 
cm: and the total volume including the heat 
radiator is 6 x 2 x 8 cmJ (smaller than a ci
garettes box) . This small size allows easy 
cancealing, since only the slot antennas 
have to be exposed (fig. 5). Furthermore 
the heat radiator could be avoided i f con
sidered necessary for cancealing reasons. 
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